INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the assumed stresses (or dual) hybrid methods due to Pian and Tong (see [10] ) for the approximation of the model problem:
where Q is a bounded convex polygonal domain of U 2 and peL 2 (Q). For any regular décomposition $* h of Q the problem (P) is translated mto a saddle point problem in which two unknowns are independently approximated:
(i) a function \j/ biharmonic at the interior of any Ke$~h, having the same traces of w on the internai boundaries { ÔK };
(ii) the field o = (o iJ ) {i,j=l, 2) of the second derivatives of w inside each K, The numerical analysis of such a method has been done in [3] ; a very large family of discretizations is constructed and sufficient conditions are given in order to have convergence. Moreover, if \)/ ft and o h are the approximate solutions, optimal error bounds for \|/-\|/ fc and o -o h in the norms of HQ(Q) and L 2 (Q) are found.
Hère we study the order of convergence of \|/ -v| / h in the L 2 -norm. Let v = v(Q)e]0, 1] be a real number such that: if OeHl(Q) and A 2 Q>sL 2 (Q) then 3> e H l (Q) n H 3 + v (Q). Setting E = \|/ -\|/ h we prove that 356 À. QUÂRTERONÎ We remark that the compilation of the known terms is one of the main difficulties arising in the practical solution of the dual hybrid problem (cf. [3] , [8] , [9] ). Here we also propose a different theoreticai approach in order to avoid the above mentioned difïïculty. Such an approach is based on the idea, firstly presented in [1] , to consider the dual hybrid formulation as a pure displacement formulation of the model problem (P). Let $ h be the approximate solution obtained in this way; setting £ = v| / -$ h we prove:
\\Ë\\ Hlm~\ These results are applied in some nonlinear problems in elasticity (cf. [11] ). The scheme of the paper is the folio wing: in section 1 we summarize the main results related to the assumed stresses hybrid methods and obtained in [3] , Section 2 is devoted to the study of the norm of E in L 2 (Q); in section 3 we provide the estimâtes for E in the L 2 -norm and in the energy norm. 
(
1.15)
From the abstract theory of [2] we have the result: Proof: Let us set E = \|/ -\\r h and let O satisfy:
There exists a real v = v (Q) e ]0, 1] depending on the maximum angle of dQ such that O G Wn H 3 + V (Q) (cf [5, 6] ); moreover (cf. [7] ):
Let us set x = ^* and x = r%; then = £ therefore satisfy
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Proof: By an immédiate application of the standard interpolation results f-e. g. [4] 
DUAL HYBRÏD METHODS AS DISPLACEMENT METHODS FOR PROBLEM (Î. !): ERROR ESTIMATES IN L 2 (O) AND IN THE ENERGY NORM
A hybrid approximation for the model problem (1.1), equivalent to the one given in (1.15), can be obtained as a variant of the usual displacement approach. Let/ be a function satisfying (1.12); moreover let b: H xW~* R be the continuous bilinear form defined by One can easily verify that in (3.6) all the terms are computable. From the LaxMilgram lemma we get that (3.6) has a unique solution iff the following Projection Hypothesis holds |3ot>O independent of h such that:
The compatibility condition (CC) is equivalent to the projection hypothesis (PH) (with a= I/7).
Proof: {PB) => (CC).
Let cp fc be any function of W h (r, s); since || cp h || = | Tq> h | setting t? ft = n Tq^ we get (K, r q > fc ))= ((n7'(p A , rcpfc) Suppose now that ƒ be a tensor satisfying, instead of (1.12), the condition ƒ e H, T*f = p in Q. (3.12)
We shall see that the knowledge of/is not explicitely needed. From (3.12) we get
Hence the function \|/ defined in (3.3) satisfies (3.14)
A hybrid-displacement approximation of (3.14) is given by =(thanks to (3.14) and (3.15)) ((rç -n TÇ h , TÉ)) Then from (3.33) and the above estimâtes by (3.34) we get and that (3.17) holds follows from the définition of Ë,
• Since a dépends on w and ƒ the estimâtes (3.16), (3.17) depend on the regularity of w and/. On the other hand we do not need an explicit knowledge of/in order to apply the method discussed in this section. Therefore we can assume that/ is regular; for example, setting ƒ = 7tt> we see that the estimâtes (3.16), (3.17) only depend on the regularity of w. The above estimâtes will be applied in [11] .
•
